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The present invention relates generally to the art of 
knitting and more particularly to patterned fabric of the 
type having an inlaid or intarsia design formed therein 
by a plurality of individual suture-joined pattern Sec 
tions, and to the method of making the same. - The present application is a continuation-in-part of my 
application Serial No. 630,101, filed December 24, 1956, 
now Patent No. 2,959,946, issued November 15, 1960, 
as to all subject matter common thereto. It is an object of the present invention to provide fabric 
of the type set forth with an improved vertical or Wale 
wise extending suture stitch formation whereby the pat 
tern sections are firmly joined together and wherein there 
is a clear sharp line of demarcation along the suture be 
tween adjacent pattern Sections. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
a vertical suture for the type of fabric set forth wherein 
the suture formation extends over a pair of adjacent Wales, 
and wherein the interlocking stitches of adjacent pattern 
sections are located on the rear face of the fabric. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a method of knitting a multi-pattern section fabric of the 
type set forth wherein each of the pattern sections is made 
upon a group of needles by reciprocating knitting in Such 
manner that each end needle of the needle group forms 
a tuck switch when it is the leading needle of the needle 
group and each end needle is idle when it is the tail needle 
of the needle group. Obviously, the direction of knitting 
determines whether an end needle is the leading or is the 
tail needle of the group of needles. 
... With these and other objects in view, which will become 
apparent from the following detailed description of the 
illustrative embodiment of the invention as shown in 
the accompanying drawings, the invention resides in the 
novel suture and in the method of making the same, as 
hereinafter described and as set forth in the claims. 
In the drawings 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a stocking 

showing a representative eight section suture-joined pat 
tern design in the leg portion thereof; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the opposite side 
of the stocking shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged diagrammatic stitch layout of 
the suture for a portion of the design enclosed within the 
dotted line enclosure 3 of FIG. 1 and as viewed from the 
inside of the stocking of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic layout of the method of 
knitting a number of courses of a plurality of adjacent 
fabric sections. 
The article of hosiery shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, of usual 

configuration, is provided on each side of the leg thereof 
with a so-called inlaid or initarsia design 10 made up of 
a plurality of solid color suture-joined areas of fabric. . 
The designs 10 may be placed where desired in the ho 
siery, and, in the present instance occupy the area 11 of 
the leg portion, all of the area 11 being formed by 
reciprocating knitting while the remaining portions of 
the stocking are formed in the customary manner. 

Coursewise of the area 11, for example, generally 
along the line 12, the tubular leg comprises circular 
courses of eight separate suture-joined pattern sections of 
which one section is designated 13 at the front of the leg, 
another section is designated 14 at the rear of the leg, 
with three adjoining pattern sections designated 15, 16, 
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and 17 disposed between the front and rear pattern sec 
tions 13 and 14 on one side of the leg, as shown in FIG. 
1, while, three similar adjoining pattern sections desig 
nated 18, 19, and 20, are similarly disposed on the other 
side of the leg, as shown in FIG. 2. The vertical sides 
of each of the eight pattern sections are joined by the 
improved sutures 2 of the present application. It will 
be understood that the particular location and configura 
tion of the design 10 has been chosen for illustrative pur 
poses only and that a design of any desired configuration 
or location is within the scope of the present invention. 
The coursewise width of portions of each of the pattern 
sections may vary with a particular design. 

Generally, the pattern sections 13 and 14 are made of 
yarns of the hose body color, while each of the other 
pattern sections, on each side of the leg, is made of con 
trastingly colored yarn. A plurality of yarn changes may 
be made within each of the pattern sections to further 
vary the design. 
The method of the present invention may be practiced 

upon a multi-feed circular knitting machine of the type 
disclosed in the co-pending application of Benjamin 
Franklin Coile, Serial No. 329,801, filed January 6, 1953, 
using an attachment of the type disclosed in my co-pend 
ing application Serial No. 629,127, filed December 18, 
1956, now Patent No. 2,948,131, issued August 9, 1960, 
for means to cyclically operate the yarn fingers of the 
machine, to which reference may be made, but it will be 
understood that the practice of the method is not limited 
to the apparatus of the applications referred to. 
The fabric is preferably made upon a machine having 

four equally spaced knitting feed stations which are 
adapted to rotate and to oscillate relative to a circle of 
needles of which the individual ones or groups thereof 
may be selected to knit at each of the four knitting sta 
tions. The four knitting stations may be referred to as 
feeds No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4. 
The pattern sections 14 and 15 are knit at feed No. 1, 

pattern sections 19 and 20 are knit at feed No. 2, pat 
tern Sections 13 and 18 are knit at feed No. 3, and pat 
tern sections 16 and 17 are knit at feed No. 4. The ar 
trangement is such that successive pairs of courses of the 
pattern Sections 14, 19, 13 and 16, are knit during alter 
nate pairs of knitting strokes of the machine at the four 
feeds, while successive pairs of courses of the pattern 
sections 15, 20, 18, and 17, are knit during intervening 
pairs of knitting strokes of the machine upon the same 
four feeds. Thus, pairs of courses of the alternate pat 
tern sections are knit in alternation with the pairs of 
courses of the intervening pattern sections. However, 
in the resultant fabric the corresponding pairs of courses 
of all of the pattern sections are joined endwise to form 
complete in-line circular fabric courses of the design area 
So that each course of each pattern section comprises but 
a. partial course of complete circular courses of the tubu 
lar fabric. In the present instance these fabric sections 
are joined along the vertical suture lines 21. 

With respect to knitting the fabric of each pattern 
Section, the number of needles used in knitting the same is 
two more than the number of wales of that pattern sec 
tion appearing on the face of the fabric. For example, 
if a pattern section, such as 16, is ten wales wide, then 
twelve needles are employed of which needles numbered 
two through eleven knit plain stitches to form the ten 
Wales while needles numbered one and twelve act to 
alternately knit tuck stitches. For the reverse stroke, 
eleven needles will be active of which needle number 
one will tuck while needles numbered two through eleven 
will knit plainstitches with needle number twelve being 
inactive (remaining at low level, holding its stitch and 
not taking yarn), and, for the forward stroke eleven 
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needles will also be active of which needle number twelve 
will tuck while needles numbered eleven through two 
will knit plain stitches with needle number one being 
inactive (remaining at low level, holding its tuck stitch 
and not taking yarn). The tuck stitches formed on needle 
number one will be incorporated in an end wale of ad 
jacent pattern section 17, while the tuck stitches formed 
on needle number twelve will be incorporated in an end 
wale of adjacent pattern section 15. 

It will be understood that the grouping of the needles 
for the various pattern sections is such that the adjacent 
needle groups overlap by a pair of needles, so that the 
needles numbered one and two, of the above example, 
will also form part of the needle group used for making 
pattern section 17 while the needles numbered eleven 
and twelve will also form part of the needle group used 
for making pattern section 15. 
The method of knitting the fabric will be described in 

connection with the diagrammatic illustration of FIG. 4, 
wherein eight courses of fabric, 22 through 29, of pat 
tern sections 13 through 17, are indicated, with the pair 
of common needle wales between sections 15 and 16 being 
indicated by the vertical dot dash lines 30 and 31; be 
tween sections 6 and 17 by similar lines 32 and 33; 
between sections 17 and 13 by similar lines 34 and 35; 
and between sections 15 and 14 by similar lines 36 and 
37. The suture formed in each pair of common needle 
wales is indicated by reference character 21, while tuck 
stitches are indicated by the letter T and plain stitches 
are indicated by the letter K. 
A pair of courses for the sections 13, 14, 16 and 19, 

are knit during a pair of knitting strokes of the machine 
and then a fill-in pair of courses for the sections 15, 17, 
18, and 20 are knit during the next pair of strokes, and 
so on for the pattern area i. As shown in FIG. 4, 
the sections 13, 14 and 16 (19 not being shown but being 
similar to 16) have pairs of courses 22 and 23 knit of 
yarns 13a, 14a, and 16a, respectively, during a first pair 
of knitting strokes of the machine. In the first reverse 
stroke to form course 22 in section 16, the needle of wale 
39 forms a tuck stitch T and the following needles ex 
tending between the wales 3 to 32 inclusive form plain 
stitches K; then for the first forward stroke to form 
course 23 in section 6, the needle of Wale 33 forms a 
tuck stitch T and the following needles extending between 
the wales 32 to 31 inclusive form plain stitches K. In a 
similar manner the first two courses 22 and 23 of sec 
tions 13 and 14 are similarly formed of yarns 13a and 
i4a during the same first pair of reverse and forward 
strokes. 

During the second pair of knitting strokes, pairs of fill 
in courses 22 and 23, of yarns i5a and 17a, are formed 
for sections i5 and 17, respectively. Pairs of courses 
(not shown) are also formed at this time for the sections 
i8 and 20 which are similar to the courses for sections 
15 and 17. In the reverse stroke to form course 22 in 
section 15, the needle of wale 36 forms a tuck stitch. T 
and the following needles extending between the Wales 
37 to 38 inclusive form plain stitches K; then for the 
forward stroke to form course 23 in section 15, the 
needle of wale 31 forms a tuck stitch T and the follow 
ing needles extending between the wales 30 to 37 inclusive 
form plain stitches K. In a similar manner the first two 
courses 22 and 23 of section 17 (and sections 18 and 20) 
are sinnilarly formed of yarn 7a during the same sec 
ond pair of knitting strokes. 

In this manner, the four stroke cycle of knitting forms 
the pairs of courses 22 and 23 for the eight sections 13 
through 20 to complete a pair of circular fabric courses 
of the design area 11. The next four knitting strokes 
will form the courses 24 and 25 of the stocking, and in a 
similar manner the other courses 26 through 29 will be 
formed. 

Following the formation of course 29, and assuming 
this to be the final course of the pattern sections, then 
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for the next reverse stroke of the machine, in the sections 
13, 14, 16 (and 19) only the first needle of the needle 
groups for each of the sections is caused to be active 
and this is caused to form a tuck stitch Ta, this being 
shown in wales 30 and 34 for the sections 16 and 13. 
For the first reverse stroke following the courses 29 in sec 
tions 15 and 17 (and sections 18 and 20) the leading 
needle only of the needle groups forms tuck stitches Ta 
in wales 36 and 32. While each of the pattern sections 
has been shown as terminating at the same course, it will 
be understood that the various pattern sections may ter 
minate in various courses, as seen in FIG. 1, and that the 
extra tuck stitch on a single needle following the last 
course of each pattern section may be made individually 
for each of the pattern sections. This extra tuck Stitch 
aids in tying in the yarn of the pattern sections to pre 
vent opening up of the fabric at this point. The various 
yarns 13a through 17a are shown in dotted lines prior 
to their introduction to the fabric and subsequent to their 
removal therefrom. The first and final stitches of each 
yarn for each pattern section are tuck stitches. 

FIG. 3 shows the loop formation of the rear face of 
portions of pattern sections 15, 16 and 17 of the fabric. 
The tuck stitches T of the yarn of any one section are 
incorporated on the rear face of the fabric of adjoining Sec 
tions with the result that the front faces of the pattern Sec 
tions are of solid color throughout and especially along 
the juncture between the pattern sections. For example, 
the wales 31 and 32, on the front face of the fabric, show 
only stitches of the yarn 16a, which is the body yarn for 
pattern section 16. In like manner the wale 30, on the 
front face of the fabric, shows only stiches of the yarn 
15a which is the body yarn for pattern section 15, and 
the wale 33, on the front face of the fabric, shows only 
stitches of the yarn 17a which is the body yarn for pat 
tern section 17. Furthermore, the number of plainstitches 
in each of the suture wales 30, 31, 32, and 33 is equal to 
the number of plainstitches in the non-suture wales. The 
tuck stitches T of yarn 16a in wale 30 are in the odd num 
bered courses 39, 41, and 43, whereas the tuck stitches T 
of yarn 15a in wale 31 are in the even numbered courses 
38, 40, and 42. The tuck stitches T of yarn 17a in wale 
32 are in the even numbered courses 38, 40, and 42, where 
as the tuck stitches T of yarn 16a in wale 33 are in the odd 
numbered courses 39, 41, and 43. With respect to a pair 
of courses of yarn 16a in pattern section 6, say courses 39 
and 40, of which the former is knit first, tuck stitch 44 
of course 39 is knit first in wale 30 followed by the plain 
stitches in wales 31 to 32 inclusive, all during one stroke 
(reverse) of the machine. Then, for the second (forward) 
machine stroke, the first stitch formed is tuck stitch 45 of 
course 40 followed by plainstitches in wales 32 to 31 in 
clusive. The pairs of courses of each of the pattern sec 
tions are similarly formed with a tuck stitch at the begin 
ning of each course and a plainstitch at the terminal end 
thereof, the tuck stitches being in alternate courses of the 
pattern sections, the arrangement between adjacent pattern 
sections being such that the tuck stitches of the two body 
yarns are staggered in the suture wales 21. The tuck 
stitches which are held on the end needle wales after the 
formation of any one pair of courses, are knit off by 
the needles of adjacent pattern sections as a pair of courses 
are knit therein. This action is repeated throughout the 
formation of the entire fabric. When a pattern section is 
finished, and its yarn is to be withdrawn from knitting, 
it is preferable to tie in the yarn by means of a single tuck 
stitch of that yarn on the leading needle only of the group 
of needles previously knitting the yarn. While the needle 
tucks the yarn, the tuck stitch itself is knit off on the 
following course of knitting when another yarn is knitting 
on this needle, 
For any one of the groups of needles (the needle count 

of which may vary in different courses of the same pat 
tern section) the terminal needles are alternately leading 
and tail needles, depending upon the direction of the 
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knitting stroke, and when a terminal needle is a leading 
needle it is caused to form a tuck stitch whereas when 
a terminal needle is a tail needle it is caused to remain 
at low inactive level to miss taking the yarn. The same 
pair of needles is common to an adjacent pair of needle 
groups, one of the needles serving as one of the terminal 
needles for one needle group while the other of the pair 
of needles serves as one of the terminal needles for the 
other needle group. 

Having thus described my invention in full detail, it will 
be understood that these details need not be strictly ad 
hered to and that various changes and modifications may 
be made all falling within the scope of the invention as de 
fined by the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. The method of forming a suture structure between 

a pair of suture-joined pattern sections of fabric on a 
circular knitting machine having a circle of needles and 
adapted to reciprocate to knit fabric on selected needles 
comprising the step of selecting a first and a second group 
of needles for the formation of said pair of pattern sec 
tions, said groups of needles having a pair of needles in 
common, the step of reciprocatorily knitting a pair of 
courses of a first yarn upon said first needle group during 
a first pair of knitting strokes, and the step of reciproca 
torily knitting a pair of courses of a second yarn upon 
said second needle group during a second pair of knitting 
strokes, one of said pair of needles being the leading 
needle of said first needle group during one of said first 
pair of knitting strokes and the other of said pair of 
needles being the tail needle of said first needle group dur 
ing the other of said first pair of knitting strokes, and 
the said other of said pair of needles being the leading 
needle of said second needle group during one of said sec 
ond pair of knitting strokes and said one of said pair of 
needles being the tail needle of said second needle group 
during the other of said second pair of knitting strokes. 

2. The method of forming individual suture structures 
between a plurality of suture-joined pattern sections of 
fabric on a circular knitting machine having a circle of 
needles and adapted to knit fabric on selected needles 
comprising the step of selecting a group of needles for 
each of said plurality of pattern sections to make the same 
thereon, alternate ones of said groups of needles lying ad 
jacent other groups and said alternate and other groups 
forming first and second spaced groups, and adjacent pairs 
of said groups of needles having pairs of needles in com 
mon, the step of reciprocatorily knitting a pair of courses 
of individual yarns upon said first spaced needle groups 
for spaced pattern sections during a first pair of knitting 
strokes, the step of reciprocatorily knitting a pair of 
courses of other individual yarns upon said second spaced 
needle groups for other spaced pattern sections during a 
second pair of knitting strokes, the said pairs of common 
needles providing the leading needle and the tail needle 
of said first spaced needle groups during said first pair of 
knitting strokes and providing the leading needle and the 
tail needle of said second spaced needle groups during 
said second pair of knitting strokes, and said leading 
needle tucking a stitch of the yarn knitted on one of an 
adjacent pair of needle groups with a stitch of the yarn. 
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6. 
knitted on the tail needle of the other of said pair of needle 
groups in each of said pairs of knitting strokes. 

3. The method of forming a suture structure between a 
pair of suture-joined pattern sections of fabric on a circu 
lar knitting machine having a circle of needles and adapt 
ed to reciprocate to knit fabric on selected needles com 
prising the step of selecting a group of needles for the 
formation of each of said pair of pattern sections, said 
groups of needles having a pair of needles in common, the 
step of reciprocatorily knitting a pair of courses of a first 
yarn upon the first of said needle groups during a first 
pair of knitting strokes, and the step of reciprocatorily 
knitting a pair of courses of a second yarn upon the sec 
ond of said needle groups during a second pair of knit 
ting strokes, one of said pair of needles being the leading 
needle of the first of said needle groups during one of 
the first pair of knitting strokes, and the other of said pair 
of needles being the leading needle of the second of said 
needle groups during one of the second pair of knitting 
strokes, one of said pair of courses knit on the first of 
said needle groups having a stitch tucked on one of said 
pair of common needles when it is the leading needle of 
said first needle group with a stitch of one of said pair 
of courses knit on the second pair of said needle groups, 
and other of said pair of courses knit on said second needle 
group having a stitch tucked on the other of said common 
needles when it is the leading needle of said second group 
with a stitch of the other of said pair of courses knit on 
said first needle group. 

4. The method of forming a suture structure between 
first and second suture-joined pattern sections of fabric 
on a circular knitting machine having a circle of needles 
and adapted to reciprocate to knit fabric on selected 
needles, comprising the step of selecting a group of 
needles for each of said pattern sections, said groups of 
needles having a pair of needles (consisting of a first and 
second needle) in common, with one of said pair of com 
mon needles being adapted to form an end wale of one 
of said pair of pattern sections and the other of said pair 
of common needles being adapted to form an end wale of 
the other of said pair of pattern sections, and the step of 
alternately reciprocatorily knitting a pair of courses of 
individual yarns upon each of said needle groups during 
two pairs of knitting strokes including incorporating a 
tuck stitch extending from the end wale of the first pattern 
section with a stitch of the end wale of the second pattern 
Section on a first needle of said pair in one of said courses 
and incorporating a tuck Stitch extending from the end 
wale of the second pattern section with a stitch of the end 
wale of the first pattern section on the second needle of . 
said pair in the other of said courses. 
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